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guide model development, but often remains qualitative, and ignores certain datasets. This paper presents a 
three-dimensional, quantitative comparison of a 1/6� Atlantic numerical simulation (CLIPPER) with the 
WOCE current meter dataset in terms of mean velocity and eddy kinetic energy. Our metrics reveal the 
good behaviour of CLIPPER open boundary conditions and forcing with respect to full-depth current 
records. Due to its still moderate resolution, however, the model globally underestimates the observed 
mean speeds and eddy activity. This discrepancy is barely noticeable at low latitudes but increases toward 
the poles, probably since the poleward decrease of the Rossby radius exceeds that of the horizontal grid 
step. At least in this eddy-admitting regime, it is suggested that the numerics of geopotential-coordinate 
models like ours dissipate mean and eddy momentum at depth and adversely affect current–topography 
interactions.
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1. Introduction

So-called ‘‘realistic’’ ocean numerical models solve the primitive equations within realistic
basin geometries, initial, lateral and surface boundary conditions, but the actual realism of
such numerical solutions must be assessed a posteriori by comparing them to complementary
datasets. Simulations are performed at increasingly finer resolutions over increasingly long peri-
ods, so that their validation requires the development of quantitative and synthetic tools. The
definition and significance of model-data misfits need to be adapted to the nature and limita-
tions of modelled and observed datasets. Model-data comparisons are generally based on means
and variances derived from observed and modelled datasets rather than raw datasets them-
selves, since the events simulated without data assimilation are not necessarily in phase with
observations (especially at mesoscale). Model validation studies often remain qualitative or
partly quantitative. An exacting way to quantify the realism of a numerical solution is likely
to diagnose and compare the same quantities from observed and simulated datasets at the
same locations and instants (e.g. McClean et al., 1997, 2002; Tokmakian and McClean, 2003;
Stammer et al., 1996). A multi-year, sustained, near-global monitoring of sea-surface height
and derived anomalous velocity field is being performed by altimeters at ‘‘eddy-permitting’’ tem-
poral and spatial resolutions. These data are essential and widely used to validate modelled
dynamical fluctuations near the surface.

Datasets are much sparser below the surface, and basin-scale model-derived circulation
schemes may be compared there to Eulerian maps based on binned subsurface drifter trajectories
along surfaces of constant density or pressure (e.g. Tréguier et al., in press). The best available
description of absolute mean and eddy flows throughout the water column is provided by current
meter (CM) datasets. These datasets are local and sparse since relatively few instruments sample
the three-dimensional ocean at fixed locations over limited time periods. To fully extract the
dynamical information available from CM datasets requires dedicated, regional, thorough inves-
tigations (e.g. Arhan et al., 1989; Colin de Verdière et al., 1989; Woodgate et al., 1999) which
clearly lie beyond the scope of the present study. CM velocity datasets may be of great interest
also to validate full-depth model solutions.

The current meter data collected during the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) are
used in the present paper to estimate the main dynamical biases of a numerical simulation of the
Atlantic Ocean at 1/6� resolution driven over the period 1979–2000 by reanalyzed atmospheric
data (CLIPPER project, Tréguier et al., 1999). These model results have already been compared
to observations and used for various dynamical studies in several papers (e.g. Tréguier et al., 2002;
Candela et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2004; Penduff et al., 2004). The present paper proposes a method
to quantify the differences between simulated and observed CM datasets in terms of mean velocity
field and associated variances (eddy kinetic energy, EKE) over an ocean basin. The significance of
these misfits is evaluated, and physical interpretations of the model strengths and weaknesses re-
vealed by this novel type of model-data comparison are proposed. In Section 2, we describe the
numerical model and CLIPPER 1/6� configuration. The treatment applied to the observed and
simulated velocity fields and the subsequent statistics are described in Section 3. Comparison pro-
cedures and results are presented in Section 4. Model skills, computed as defined by Holloway and
Sou (1996), are computed, and related with our own metrics in Section 5. A summary is given in
Section 6.
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2. Model configuration

CLIPPER is a French contribution to WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment) consist-
ing in the modelling of the Atlantic circulation driven by air–sea fluxes during the WOCE era
(1979–2000). The CLIPPER project team has implemented several numerical configurations at
various resolutions, based on the same primitive equation, rigid lid, geopotential-coordinate
model (OPA8.1, Madec et al., 1998). The 1� and 1/3� Atlantic configurations are described in
Beismann and Barnier (2004), and Tréguier et al. (2001), respectively. In the present study, we
make use of the 1/6� simulation labelled ‘‘HF’’ in Penduff et al. (2004), whose features are briefly
summarized hereafter. As shown in Fig. 1, the numerical domain is limited by radiating/relaxing
open boundary conditions at the Drake Passage (68�W), south of South Africa (30�E), at the Gulf
of Cadiz (8�W), and along 70�N. The performance of these boundary conditions was proven sat-
isfactory by Tréguier et al. (2001). The bottom topography is based on the Smith and Sandwell
(1997) database. The resolution of the isotropic horizontal grid is D = 1/6�cos(latitude). Bihar-
monic horizontal viscosity and diffusion operators are used with coefficients Ah proportional to
(D/Dmax)

3 (D = Dmax and Ah = 5.5 · 1010 m4 s�1 at the equator). Forty-two grid levels are used
in the vertical, with a vertical resolution decreasing from 12 m at the surface to 200 m below

Fig. 1. Black marks show the location of WOCE moorings and of their CLIPPER model counterparts. Indexed ellipses
identify the regional clusters used in this study (indexes 13 and 14 are not attributed). Model topography (m) is shown
in the background, and the four open boundaries are shown as thick dashed lines south of America, Africa, in the Gulf
of Cadiz and along the northern limit.
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1500 m. Vertical viscosity and diffusion coefficients are given by a second-order closure scheme
(Blanke and Delecluse, 1993), and are enhanced in case of static instability. Aliasing of high-
frequency signals is avoided by storing the model outputs as successive 5-day averages (Crosnier
et al., 2001). Surface forcing is applied as described in Barnier (1998). The model is started from
rest, initialized by Reynaud et al. (1998)�s temperature and salinity seasonal climatology. It is
spun-up for 8 years with a climatological seasonal forcing derived from the 1979–1993 ERA15
ECMWF reanalysis. The model is then forced successively by 1979–1993 ECMWF reanalyzed
fluxes and 1994–2000 ECMWF analyzed fluxes (both interpolated at every timestep and consis-
tently linked to each other, see Penduff et al., 2004). The reader is referred to this latter paper
for more details about this numerical simulation.

3. Processing of observed and simulated datasets

3.1. Processing of WOCE current meter data

In this study we make use of 1300 current meter measurements collected between 1979 and 2000
in the Atlantic (Fig. 1) during the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). Sampling fre-
quencies and record lengths range between 15 min to 12 h and from a few months to about 840
days, respectively. In order to build a homogeneous dataset comparable to the CLIPPER model
outputs, these raw velocity measurements were selected, filtered, and formatted as follows. WOCE
(u,v) raw time series were averaged over successive 5-day intervals to build low-pass filtered (U,V)
time series. Error flags were inserted in the filtered time series if more than 30% of raw data were
erroneous within 5-day windows. Resultant isolated flags were replaced by linear interpolation.
Longer (2 or more) sequences of flags were not replaced. Continuous sequences of (U,V) were
then separated and linearly detrended to avoid aliasing of low-frequency velocity fluctuations.
Resulting (U,V) time series shorter than 6 months were excluded. Particular cases were checked
individually, and the final dataset was globally verified.

This process retained 69% of the original WOCE data, thus provided 891 low-passed filtered,
linearly detrended, continuous velocity time series longer than 6 months. As many estimates of
averaged velocity components (U,V), speeds jUj and EKEs were then deduced from WOCE time
series at each location and over each recording period [t1, tN]. EKEs were computed as

EKE½t1;tN � ¼
1

N
�

X

tN

t¼t1

UðtÞ � U ½t1;tN �

� �2

2
þ
X

tN
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V ðtÞ � V ½t1;tN �

� �2

2

!

;

where the overbar denotes the temporal mean over the available intervals [t1, tN]. The subsequent
WOCE ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� data are largely dispersed in space and time. Fig. 2a shows that data are
available throughout the water column over the whole model integration but irregularly distrib-
uted in time (i.e. data are more abundant over the period 1990–1995 than during 1981, 1988, 1989,
and after 1996). The median length of selected WOCE records does not appear to depend much
on depth (Fig. 2b), but significantly increases from the 1980s to the 1990s (close to 1 and 1.3 years
respectively, not shown). Our model-data comparison will be performed by depth range, and
within 20 geographical clusters (red circles in Fig. 1).
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3.2. Processing of CLIPPER model outputs

CLIPPER outputs were saved as successive averages of model fields over 5-day periods be-
tween 1979 and 2000. Model counterparts of every WOCE (U,V) individual time series were ex-
tracted and detrended from CLIPPER outputs at the closest model point and time period.
Model outputs were not interpolated at the exact current meter locations to match the very local
character of WOCE measurements. The distance between real and simulated current meters re-
mains small: less than 1/12� · cos(latitude) in the horizontal and 100 m in the vertical. The
extraction and detrending of model velocities was not done at 85 coastal or near-bottom sites
where the closest model grid points are masked by the discrete topography. Model mean velocity
components ½U ; V �, speeds jUj and EKE estimates were then computed as WOCE data to finally
provide 806 quasi-collocated synoptic pairs of simulated and observed ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� esti-
mates. Model and observed statistics may be compared consistently since they derive from qua-
si-collocated (U,V) time series with the same low-pass filtering, temporal sampling, and local
character.

Observed and simulated ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� estimates are representative of a limited time period
and cannot be assumed constant over longer timescales. For example, a local 0.25 m/s difference
between observed and simulated ‘‘mean’’ current speeds will be particularly significant in regions
where current speeds barely vary on interannual timescales. The variability of ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE�
over timescales longer than recording durations should thus be quantified to properly define
model-data misfits. This information is unknown in the real ocean and was estimated from the
model outputs as follows. At every model mooring (Fig. 1) and vertical level k, the 1980–2000
detrended model velocity time series were split into 10 successive 2-year segments to compute as
many 2-year simulated estimates of W (where W designates any variable in ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE�). The
distributions of these estimates were computed at every cluster and model level k to provide
depth-dependant, regional estimates of the median (noted hWi for each variable W), of the
17th and 83rd percentiles (noted W17% and W83% respectively) of each distribution. Intervals of

Fig. 2. (a) Vertical and temporal distribution of the 806 available synoptic, co-located velocity time series extracted
from the WOCE and CLIPPER current meter datasets throughout the Atlantic. Lines show the immersion, starting
date and duration of the time series. (b) Depth of every time series (m) as a function of their duration. Minimum
duration is set to 6 months (0.5 year).
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time–space dispersion around model medians are defined as jW83% �W17%j, and will be also
referred to as ‘‘model envelopes’’ in the following. Fig. 3 shows examples of model distributions,
medians and envelopes (EKE at cluster 17) at selected depths (panels a, b, and c) and their result-
ing vertical structure (panel d). The dispersion within clusters was generally found to be more tem-
poral than spatial, confirming the dynamical homogeneity of these clusters.

Model-derived vertical profiles of ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� medians, percentiles and envelopes are
shown for in Fig. 4 at three typical clusters, along with paired WOCE and CLIPPER individual
estimates (marks). As expected, 66% of individual CLIPPER values (+ and · in Fig. 4) fall within
model envelopes at the same cluster. Fig. 4 illustrates several features of the datasets.

3.3. Description of the datasets

The quantity and vertical distribution of WOCE measurements differ from one cluster to an-
other. Data are dense and relatively uniform in the vertical in the western equatorial region (clus-
ter #12), but the are sparser and more irregularly distributed along the Falkland Escarpment (#7)
and the Antarctic shelf (#4), i.e. absent over hundreds of meters in the eddy-active surface layer
and at depth, respectively. This inhomogeneity should be taken into account for the interpretation
of model-data differences.

Fig. 3. Model EKE distributions at different immersions ((a) 227 m; (b) 1417 m; (c) 4400 m) computed from the 1980–
2000 time series split into 10 segments at cluster 17. This cluster is located in the Gulf Stream. Abscissas: EKE in cm2/s2;
ordinates: number of values. Dashed vertical lines show the median EKE, plain lines show the lower and upper limits of
the 17–83% quantile, i.e. the centered dispersion intervals which include 66% of values. Panel (d) presents the full-depth
structure of the EKE median and dispersion interval in this particular cluster.
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The lines in Fig. 4 show a complex, depth-dependant and regional diversity in ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE�
model medians and envelopes. For example, median hU ; V i profiles show that time-averaged ver-
tical shears are stronger at low latitudes than at higher latitudes, as expected from the equator-
ward increase of stratification.

Model ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� individual estimates visibly resemble or differ from their WOCE coun-
terparts in many ways: the model-data misfit should be estimated from complementary criteria.
For example, one may distinguish between the model biases visible throughout the water column
(such as the ones visible on ½jU j;EKE� at cluster #7 or on ½U ; V � at cluster #4) and those limited to
certain depth ranges.

Fig. 4. Vertical structure of WOCE (circles, squares) and CLIPPER (crosses, pluses) estimates of U, V, jUj and EKE
(from left to right column, respectively) in clusters 12, 7 and 4 (upper, middle, and lower panels, respectively). Marks
with identical color correspond to synoptic, co-located estimates. Superimposed model medians and envelopes are
deduced from the 21-year simulation are shown as yellow and green lines.
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4. Comparison procedures and results

The model realism in terms of ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� is evaluated by cluster and depth range in the
present and following sections. After a qualitative description of the observed and simulated cur-
rent meter datasets in Section 4.1, individual model-data misfits and model envelopes are used in
Section 4.2 to define quantitative ‘‘model agreement’’ indexes, taking into account the four-
dimensional sparsity and dispersion of the datasets.

4.1. Speed, EKE, baroclinicity

The observed and simulated datasets were first split in two subsets, comprising data above and
below 1000 m (both resulting subsets have similar sizes). The relative difference between upper and
lower median speeds jUj and EKEs will be referred to as ‘‘baroclinicity’’ hereafter. Fig. 5 shows
for each cluster and both depth ranges the WOCE and CLIPPER median speeds jUj and EKEs.

CLIPPER speeds and EKE levels are globally comparable with, but generally weaker than their
WOCE counterparts. The modest model resolution, the classical use of biharmonic horizontal

Fig. 5. Median speeds jUj (left) and EKEs (right) above 1000 m (upper panels) and below 1000 m (middle panels) at
each cluster (cluster index indicated in abscissas). Lower panels show the baroclinicity of both quantities at each cluster,
i.e. [above 1000 m � below 1000 m]/[below 1000 m]. CLIPPER results are shown in gray and WOCE results in black.
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friction and of forcing fields at relatively coarse temporal and spatial resolutions (daily, 1.125�)
are all expected to keep the simulated dynamics in an eddy-admitting, too viscous regime. Despite
exceptions at certain clusters (commented below), model speeds jUj are more comparable with
WOCE estimates above 1000 m than below, where they are clearly underestimated. This leads
to an overestimated baroclinicity of jUj in CLIPPER (lower left panel in Fig. 5) within most clus-
ters, especially at high latitudes in the North Atlantic (clusters 15–20). The simulated EKE field
also exhibits a baroclinic discrepancy (lower right panel). Overestimated baroclinicities of jUj and
EKE may be explained in two ways.

1. The bias in EKE(z) was previously discussed by Penduff et al. (2001, 2002, noted P1-2 in the
following) in a regional configuration of the same model at coarser resolution (1/3�). P1-2
suggested that numerical discrepancies inherent to geopotential-coordinate models like
OPA may adversely dissipate momentum along topographies and thus exaggerate jUj and
EKE baroclinicities. If that is true, a better representation of mesoscale current–topography
interactions (due either to increased resolution or better numerical formulation of topo-
graphic constraints) should moderate the bias on both variables at the same time. This is true
in the present simulation: most exceptions to the general baroclinic bias are found simulta-
neously on EKE and jUj fields (clusters 8, 10, 12, and 22). In addition, these exceptions are
found at relatively low latitudes (within 30�S–30�N) where the model grid better resolves the
Rossby radius (thus mean currents, non-linearities, turbulence, topography, current–topog-
raphy interactions), and where strong stratification moderates topographic effects. The
present results thus support P1-2�s hypothesis of an intrinsic model discrepancy affecting
current–topography interactions, and suggest that horizontal resolution may limit its adverse
consequences.

2. These baroclinic biases on jUj and EKE, along with the quasi-absence in the model solution
of major topographically-locked eddy-driven circulation features (like the barotropic Zapi-
ola anticyclone in the Argentine basin) might also be due to the overall lack of eddy energy.
Indeed, current–topography interactions were shown to generate bottom-intensified (possi-
bly barotropic) rectified flows over topographic slopes in the stratified ocean (Merryfield
and Holloway, 1999; de Miranda et al., 1999). The lack of bottom-intensified or barotropic
mean and eddy momentum diagnosed in the present simulation at mid and high latitudes
might thus be a combined effect of the insufficient resolution of eddy scales there and of using
operators that dissipate not only enstrophy but also energy. These effects, along with the
scheme- or resolution-related issue mentioned above, may adversely affect current–topogra-
phy interactions, and limit the emergence of kinetic energy at depth.

Both explanations highlight that improved numerics (and/or parameterizations) are necessary
to simulate proper current–topography interactions in geopotential-coordinate models, at
least at eddy-admitting resolution. This quite robust numerical problem is currently being
investigated.

Median ½U ; V ;EKE� values computed above and below 1000 m at each cluster from WOCE
and CLIPPER individual estimates are displayed in Fig. 6 as vectors and circles (whose radii show
EKE1/2). It confirms the main model biases deduced from Fig. 5, i.e. the general underestimation
of current speeds and EKEs, especially at depth, with additional information on current
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directions. The model simulates particularly well the observed mean current direction, speed and
EKE in the western equatorial cluster (#12). Despite rather high latitudes, very good agreement is
also found near the Drake Passage (#6) and south of Africa (#1, #2). This confirms the good per-
formance of CLIPPER open boundaries shown by Tréguier et al. (2001). The biggest discrepancy
appears off Cape Hatteras (#16), with simulated currents heading opposite to observations in
both layers and upper-layer median EKE five times as measured at the same cluster (Figs. 5
and 6). Indeed, the model Gulf Stream overshoots to the north, creating a strong, unrealistic, anti-
cyclonic standing eddy, which is usual in geopotential-coordinate models at this resolution.
This contaminates our results in cluster 16, which largely sits within the anticyclone�s westward
flow.

Fig. 6. WOCE (thick) and CLIPPER (thin) time-averaged velocities (upper panels) and speed standard deviations
(lower) above (left) and below (right) 1000 m. Shown are median quantities computed over every cluster. Arrows start
and circles are centered at the clusters� median locations.
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4.2. Quantitative estimates of model-data agreement

4.2.1. Definitions

Absolute misfits were computed as the differences between the 806 WOCE mean velocity and

speeds U
W
; V

W
; jU j

W
� �

, and the CLIPPER median values at the corresponding cluster p and

nearest model level k U
C

D E

; V
C

D E

; jU j
C

D E� �

. Absolute misfits are noted amu, amv, and amU

for U , V and jU j, respectively. For example, each meridional absolute misfit computed at location
(p,k) reads as

amvp;k ¼ V
W

p;k � V
C

D E

p;k
:

The width of model envelopes, derived within each cluster from the 17th and 83rd percentiles of
CLIPPER statistics, provides regional depth-dependant estimates of the time–space dispersion of
U , V , and jU j (see Section 3.2). Absolute misfits are then combined with model envelopes and
medians to derive normalized random variables with non-normal statistics (noted rmu, rmv,
and rmU for U , V , and jU j respectively), that we called relative misfits. For instance, the meri-
dional relative misfits at cluster p and vertical level k are computed as
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where amvp;k < 0

(similar expressions hold for rmu and rmU). Consequently, one gets �1 < rmv < 1 for a WOCE V

estimate that falls within the CLIPPER envelope at the corresponding cluster and depth. One
finds rmv = 0, �1, and +1 for an individual WOCE estimate of V falling on the model median,
on the lower, and on the upper limits of the dispersion interval, respectively. A simulated velocity
biased to the south yields rmv > 0. The global and depth-dependant distributions of ½U ; V ; jU j�
absolute/relative misfits are shown in Fig. 7. Table 1 gives the median misfits deduced from the
global dataset (upper panels in Fig. 7).

Quantitative model agreement indexes were finally computed as the percentage of rmu, rmv, and
rmU estimates falling between �1 and 1: they correspond to the percentage of WOCE U , V , and
jU j individual estimates falling within quasi-collocated model envelopes. Model agreement in-
dexes are provided globally (last line in Table 1), by cluster (Fig. 7k) and by depth range (Fig. 7l).

4.2.2. Interpretation

Fig. 7d and e and Table 1 clearly show that the absolute U, V and jUj misfits are distributed
around very small median values. More precisely, roughly 40–45% of WOCE ½U ; V � and 50%
of jU j estimates fall within quasi-collocated model envelopes (Table 1). Fig. 7c and h and the
global rmU median confirm the global underestimation of simulated current speeds at every
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Fig. 7. Distribution of U, V, and jUj relative misfits (upper left panels: a,b,c,f,g,h) and absolute misfits (upper right
panels d,e,i,j). These distributions are shown globally and as a function of depth. Vertical lines in the upper left panel
highlight the part of WOCE velocity estimates falling within collocated model envelopes, i.e. when relative misfits
belong to [�1;1]. Lower panels (k and l) show the model agreements for U, V, and speeds jUj (from top to bottom), i.e.
the percentage of WOCE estimates falling within corresponding model envelopes. These agreements are shown by
cluster (k) and by depth range (l). Depth ranges in (l) were chosen so as to include a comparable number of available
measurements. Plain lines in (k,l) show the ‘‘global model agreement’’ for each quantity (Table 1). See text for details.

Table 1
Medians (first line) deduced from the distribution of the 806 individual WOCE-CLIPPER relative (first three columns)
and absolute (last two columns) misfits

Relative misfits Absolute misfits (cm/s)

U(rmu) V (rmv) jUj (rmU) U (amu) V (amv)

Global median �0.28 �0.01 0.7 �0.55 �0.01
Global model agreement 39% 46% 49%

Since the absolute misfits are less meaningful than relativemisfits, only amu and amv are given for illustration. The last line
gives the globalmodel agreement, i.e. the percentage of rmu, rmv, and rmU values falling between�1 and 1, i.e. the fraction
of WOCE U, V, and jUj individual estimates falling within quasi-collocated model envelopes (see text and Fig. 7).
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depth. The exaggerated baroclinicity of model speeds, deduced earlier from Fig. 5, also shows up
in Fig. 7h since rmU values (i.e. the model speed underestimation) increase with depth.

Fig. 7k summarizes for each cluster the model agreement indexes for ½U ; V ; jU j� (noted Ax, Ay
and A, respectively), i.e. the percentage of WOCE estimates for each quantity falling within cor-
responding model envelopes. In most clusters, Ax and Ay are of similar magnitude, showing the
isotropic nature of relative misfits. High (low) Ax or Ay values generally yield a high (low) speed
agreement A, with the unexplained exception of cluster 3 in the Southern Ocean. With respect to
their global medians (plain lines in Fig. 7k and percentages in Table 1), Ax and Ay model agree-
ments are the best in the Agulhas Retroflection (clusters 1, 2) and the ACC (3, 5, 6), showing again
the good performance of southern open boundaries.

Ax, Ay and A happen to be particularly weak in clusters 4, 7, 11, 21 and 22. In the northern
subtropical gyre (cluster 22) where the observations are confined in the upper 500 m, the weak
agreement is explained by underestimated model speed, EKE and dispersion. Along the southern
limit of the Weddell Sea (cluster 4) the simulated mean speeds and EKE are too weak as well,
despite the realistic south-westward orientation and vertical structure of the current. Indeed, only
few ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE� WOCE points fall within model envelopes there (cluster 4 in Fig. 4). This
weak simulated circulation might be due to the climatological relaxation of tracers in this region.
½U ; V � WOCE estimates are satisfactorily centred on the model envelopes along the Falkland
Escarpment (cluster 7, Fig. 4), the Iberian slope (#21) and the deep central equatorial basin
(#11, not shown). Poor Ax and Ay agreement is also explained there by model speeds and
EKE that are too weak and envelopes that are too narrow. The realism of the current directions
found in clusters 7 and 21 might be favoured by the strong (realistic) topographic constrain ex-
erted on the local flow by steep slopes.

The distribution of ½U ; V ; jU j� agreements was finally split into five subsets of similar size span-
ning the whole depth range (Fig. 7l). The percentage of WOCE jUj estimates falling within model
envelopes is maximum (about 60%) at intermediate depths and minimum (about 40%) within the
bottom and surface layers. This suggests again the presence of spurious bottom friction at depth
(poor A is explained by both Ax and Ay), but also highlights a model bias in the upper 250 m,
especially in the zonal direction. Indeed, in the top 250 m or so, some amu estimates reach strongly
negative values (Fig. 7i) that are slightly anticorrelated (not shown) with associated amv values,
suggesting south-eastward biases of upper model velocities at certain locations. When normalized
as relative misfits, the southward component of this bias (rmv, Fig. 7g) decreases more than its
eastward component (rmu, Fig. 7f), which is therefore more robust. Closer investigation reveals
that this upper-layer discrepancy is confined downstream of Cape Hatteras (cluster 16, see Section
4.1 and Fig. 6). The slight underestimation of the powerful, north-westward North Brazil current
near [44�W, 0�] (cluster 12, Fig. 6) also explains this eastward surface bias. This apparent global
misfit is therefore mostly due to local discrepancies.

5. Model skills and synthesis

5.1. Definitions

‘‘Skill’’ indexes were defined by Holloway and Sou (1996, noted HS96 hereafter) to estimate the
realism of a model simulation against a sparse and spatiotemporally dispersed current meter
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velocity dataset. In their study, local inner products of model and observed mean velocity vectors
are weighted by the inverse of local observed EKEs, and summed up. HS96 then derive two in-
dexes named skillA and skillD: the former quantifies the realism of simulated current vectors
(directions and intensities) while the latter quantifies the realism of simulated current directions
only. By construction, HS96�s skill estimates equal 1 for a perfect model, 0 for a skill-less model
(if model and observed ½U ; V �s were randomly unrelated), and would take negative values if model
and observed vectors were opposed at numerous data points. HS96�s directional and vectorial skill
indexes complement our model speed agreement index A.

We computed skillA and skillD from the 806 CLIPPER/WOCE ½U ; V ;EKE� individual esti-
mates within five depth ranges (same as in Fig. 7l). As done by HS96 to assess the robustness
of the results, skillA and skillD were computed 100 times within every subset, randomly rejecting
(with probability 0.5) individual current meter records at each trial. The means and standard devi-
ations of skills resulting from this procedure are shown respectively as thick lines and by the width
of grey rectangles in Fig. 8. They hardly depend on small changes in the definition of depth ranges.

5.2. Interpretation and synthesis

As explained above, the modest speed agreement A obtained globally above 230 m (Fig. 7l) is
due to local model discrepancies. Strong EKE there largely reduces the contribution of this bias in
HS96�s skills. The significant (narrow rectangles in Fig. 8) maxima reached above 230 m by skillA

and skillD confirm the global realism of the model solution near the surface, and thus of the forc-
ing fields, with correct orientations (skillD close to 0.5) and intensities (yet slightly underestimated
as shown in Fig. 5). skillA decreases quasi-monotonically from top to bottom layers (Fig. 8a); our
A index (Fig. 7l) and skillD (Fig. 8b) do not vary much at intermediate levels and reach slight local
maxima at different depths (within the third and fourth layers respectively).

The poorest model performance is found in the topographically-influenced deepest layer (min-
imum of skillA below 2985 m): speeds are underestimated (as mentioned earlier, see Figs. 5 and 7l)

Fig. 8. Absolute model skill (skillA, panel a) and directional model skill (skillD, panel b). Results are computed as
defined by Holloway and Sou (1996) and shown within the same depth ranges as in Fig. 7. Thick lines indicate the mean
scores computed over 100 random discard trials performed over every subset independently. Standard deviations over
these trials are indicated by the width of grey rectangles. Numbers next to rectangles indicate the number of WOCE/
CLIPPER pairs used within each subset.
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and directional skill is poor (Figs. 6 and 8b). This latter fact is confirmed by the weak circular
correlation (defined as in Fisher and Lee, 1983) found within this depth range between modelled
and observed velocity directions (about 0.02, i.e. 7–10 times less than in the uppermost three lay-
ers). The poor representation of topography as staircases is believed to adversely affect the inten-
sities and directions of currents, especially at depth. Indeed, topographic influences increase
toward the ocean bottom, especially at relatively small scales (as predicted by the Prandtl vertical
scale). The present full-step topographic formulation and low vertical resolution at depth (up to
200 m) certainly distort the topographic details that actually steer the currents measured at deep
WOCE locations. A good simulation of deep currents requires a better representation of topog-
raphy (such as the ‘‘partial steps’’ discretization), in addition to the other suggestions made in this
paper (improved numerics, higher resolution, if not dedicated parameterization).

The reader may have noted that we did not compute all performance indexes (Ax, Ay, A, skillA,
skillD) for every variable ½U ; V ; jU j;EKE�. We did so to keep the paper short and synthetic, but
for statistical reasons as well. Indeed, HS96�s skill indexes take into account the variance of the
variables they are applied on (i.e. EKEs in the case of velocities). Unlike mesoscale velocity fluc-
tuations (Gille and Smith, 2000), distributions of speeds jUj and EKEs are not close to symmetric.
For this reason, the model performance in terms of speed jUj is quantified more consistently by
our agreement index A which is better adapted to non-symmetric distributions. The same metrics
may be applied to EKE as well, but was not evaluated in the present study. Also, we believe the
model realism in term of velocity direction, which has a periodic distribution, is more properly
evaluated by HS96�s skillD (based on inner products between observed and simulated normalized
velocity vectors) than by any index comparable to our speed agreement A. Given the coarse and
largely dispersed WOCE current meter dataset, and the unknown character of many features of
the four-dimensional oceanic variability, the information provided by these complementary in-
dexes need to be synthesised and interpreted carefully. However, the indexes computed in the
present study lead to a rather clear, physically-consistent picture of the model�s behaviour, which
complements more usual model validation exercises (see Tréguier et al., 2002; Candela et al., 2003;
Hall et al., 2004; Penduff et al., 2004), and is summarized in the following section.

6. Conclusion

The quantitative validation of ‘‘realistic’’ numerical ocean simulations requires the reference to
different types of complementary observed datasets and the development of adequate metrics. In
this study, the WOCE current meter database and the 1/6�-resolution CLIPPER velocity fields
were processed identically to provide 806 comparable pairs of synoptic, quasi-collocated estimates
of mean velocity components, current speeds and EKEs, largely dispersed in time (1980–2000)
and space (the three-dimensional Atlantic basin). The misfit between both datasets was quantified
at each available location in terms of speed, velocity orientation and EKE. Depending on the dis-
tribution on these quantities, misfits were evaluated with originally-defined skill estimates (HS96),
or with ‘‘model agreement’’ estimates based on the dispersion of simulated quantities around their
median over 20 years. Model skill indexes were applied to validate mean velocity vectors and their
direction, while agreement indexes were applied to quantities like current speeds whose distribu-
tions are asymmetric (EKE agreements may be evaluated this way as well). Skills and agreements
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were computed as a function of depth or geographical location (clusters) to localize the model�s
strengths and weaknesses.

Model fields were found to agree well with WOCE data near the Agulhas retroflection region
and the Drake Passage, confirming the satisfactory behaviour of CLIPPER open boundary con-
ditions. As generally mentioned at comparable or even higher resolution (Maltrud and McClean,
2005), our comparison reveals however the general underestimation of simulated speeds jUj and
EKEs, and thus highlights the need for more consistent and/or less dissipative numerics (im-
proved schemes, higher resolution, more selective eddy viscosity operator), and perhaps more
energetic forcing fields (high wavenumber/frequency winds for instance). The contribution of
an improved forcing could be quantified from the same metrics applied to sensitivity experiments.
The realism of mean current directions was found very poor at depth, probably because of the
inadequate full-step representation of topographic details and their steering influence. At mid
and high latitudes, i.e. where the model is in the eddy-admitting regime, the underestimation of
CLIPPER speeds and EKEs gets more severe with increasing depth. There, inconsistent numerics
are suspected to generate spurious near-bottom friction and induce these baroclinic biases (as
hypothesized by Penduff et al., 2001, 2002). On the other hand, our classical (biharmonic) visco-
sity operator that diffuses momentum down-gradient is expected to weaken eddy–topographic
interactions (Merryfield and Holloway, 1999) and thus impede the generation of deep momentum.
Depth-dependant profiles of simulated speeds and EKEs get increasingly realistic with decreasing
latitude (as seen in the equatorial region). This improvement is consistent with the stronger local
stratification which confines topographic influences and discrepancies at depth, and with the bet-
ter resolution of low-latitude, i.e. much larger, internal deformation radii (thus of mesoscale topo-
graphic and dynamical features). This latter feature strongly suggests that better resolving the
natural scales of motion improves the representation of topographic impacts. Numerical improve-
ments thus appear necessary to properly simulate topographic influences at eddy-admitting
resolution.

Present models essentially differ through their vertical coordinate systems and their formulation
of topography, and their simulated mean and eddy flows can be radically different (Willebrand
et al., 2001; Chassignet et al., 2000; Barnier et al., 2001; Penduff et al., 2001). Vertical profiles
of oceanic properties reflect a number of important processes (forcing and topographic impacts,
intermediate circulation, inverse cascade) and should thus be considered in model intercompari-
son exercises, as well as in single model validations. Current meter observations are necessary for
that. Improved numerical schemes, better formulations of lateral/bottom boundary conditions,
and/or additional subgrid-scale parameterizations are required for a better representation of
current–topography interactions and of their impact on the water column at eddy-admitting
resolution. This is especially the case in geopotential-coordinate models, where the use of partial
or shaved cells (Adcroft et al., 1997; Pacanowski and Gnanadesikan, 1998) may solve part of the
problem. It is likely that topography and bottom boundary conditions are more naturally formu-
lated in sigma- than in geopotential-coordinate models (bottom friction acts only on the vertical):
compared with OPA results, EKE(z) profiles and eddy-driven features like the Zapiola anticy-
clone were much more realistic in SPEM simulations, even at 1/3� (de Miranda et al., 1999;
Penduff et al., 2001).

The indexes defined in the present study were evaluated from a single simulation to show their
physical relevance, highlight different aspects of this CLIPPER simulation, and suggest directions
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for model development. Such metrics would be useful for model intercomparison as well. Depth-
dependant validations of model outputs against CM datasets through similar metrics and through
sensitivity studies would help better identify and correct the ‘‘baroclinic’’ discrepancies of different
types of ocean models, further investigate the sensitivity of model solutions to numerics, assess the
skill of other prognostic models and of operational models (such as those proposed in the MER-
SEA program). One may anticipate that future statistical studies, based on longer integrations of
carefully-validated high-resolution models, may also help evaluate the ‘‘climatic’’ relevance of
velocity and EKE statistics derived from intermittent current meter records (such as WOCE).
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